2021-2022 Staff Council Survey Results
And the results are in...

- 70% of respondents attended 6 or less meetings in last 12 months.
- How can we engage and increase attendance at meetings:
  - Topics not part of traditional emails. Specifically personal development and career growth. Quality guest speakers.
  - Change up dates, times, and length of meetings. Reminders for meeting. In person meetings (sometimes).
- 52.27% of respondents strongly/somewhat agree that they are more informed about the role of “The Beach Research Park” and our UNO campus.
- 51.16% of respondents strongly/somewhat agree that they are more informed about how to help students throughout their educational process at UNO.
- 52.28% of respondents strongly/somewhat agree that UNO Staff Council has provided you with professional and personal development opportunities during the last 12 months.
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- Topics or Speakers which would be interesting or helpful?
  - Retention techniques for students; funding model; student success
  - Staff resources and roles of staff on campus (benefits, retirement, HR, policies and procedures, athletics, staff continuing education*, budget, safety on campus, chairs/deans; student organizations)
  - More personal development (kinder colleagues, customer service, work life balance)
  - Leadership attendance and speaking
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- New Committee Ideas
  - Professional Development; enrollment/retention; sustainability; inclusion/diversity; green infrastructure; newsletter
- 18 respondents said they would volunteer for a committee! Please let us know your name, email staffcouncil@uno.edu.
- 80.49% of respondents voted for Zoom meeting style!